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About This Game

Usurper is a sequel to Shrouded in Sanity, however, knowledge of the first game is not necessary, it is the second part of the
Skautfold game series.

Usurper is a Metroidvania Action-RPG. With Eldritch horrors having been unleashed by the outer-worldly Citadel, your job is
to rid London of its terrors. Use the new "Guard" system that rewards skillful play and accuracy, to uncover the massive

structure and defeat the nightmares lurking within.

Gameplay

Usurper's battle system is built around "Guard"; a system that allows the player to charge through attacks and take risks,
rewarding accurate timing and risk assesment. Instead of immediately losing health when the player is hit, they will loose

"Guard points" (which function like a regeneration shield). When these run out, the player will take damage normally. However,
if the player accurately dodges through incoming attacks, they will turn a large portion of that attack damage into "Guard

points", which allows you to turn the tide of the fight, and gain the upper hand. This is a system that will allow anyone to get into
the game, yet still provide a high skill ceiling for those players looking for a challenge.

Players can also take advantage of a reflective shield; capable of turning most enemy projectiles into "friendly" ones, so you can
strike back with the enemy's own weapons. While this will not regenerate Guard, it will still negate attacks at a lesser Guard

cost.

With eight different stats to spec into (along with stat reallocation), countless varieties of character builds are possible. Usurper
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also features over 90 different weapons and spells; from swords, spears, axes, great swords, sycthes, whips, katanas, rapiers,
daggers, bows, guns, rifles, canons, spells and summons.

If you're looking for even more content, then there are innumerable secrets, additional areas and optional bosses to discover. Or
perhaps you'd rather set your own difficulty by activating special conditions such as; no-guard mode, 1 HP mode, perma-death,

or a built-in speedrunning mode.

However you choose to play, The Citadel is a massive and versatile interconnected world. There are countless shortcuts to
uncover, and a variety of diverse areas; from human towns to alien landscapes, grand libraries to ethereal gardens, and from an

Eldritch engine to a crashed spaceship.

Story

Usurper takes place in an alternative timeline of 1898 in London. The outer worldly Citadel has landed in the city causing
massive panic and releasing the maddening Fog. Recently re-crowned Empress Eleanor has assembled the royal forces and her
four most loyal Knights to enter the Citadel - in the hopes of learning more, and hopefully finding a way to rid London of this

terror. Meanwhile, Waltham, the leader of the Veimar, uses his own forces to ascend the Citadel and challenge the Navigator for
his own...purposes...
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Magilou waifu get her best costume 10\/10. My only problem with the game was that it was over before I knew it.

Still, quite well done and I would love to see more like it.. I was really excited to see a remake of Netstorm. I played the game
when i was a child in the 90's and loved the idea of the game and how it played. And after seeing the screenshots and video of
the game i expected that when i downloaded it.

I however was met with a "MAKE AN ACCOUNT" screen that looked older than an AOL software. i do not understand why
you would need to make an account to play a game on steam when it does not even use a 3rd party launcher from something like
Ubisoft or Nexon.

After making my account i "logged in" to an empty sky with no menu, no hud, no nothing. No tutorial on what to do and no
menu to even give me an idea of what the hell is going on. I clicked around in frustration until i closed the game. Once i did this
it started updating, once that finished i opened it up again and this time i had a MASSIVE chatbox (like 60% of my screen) and
my island with my name in size 40px font. There was only one person online and he was very friendly and me and him were
having the same issues.

When we joined a ring and started a game both of us noticed something missing, our island... We left and tried again, same
thing. Went and started a game by ourselves, same thing. We could not place bridges, or buildings, or anything because we had
no island to do anything with. Our priest was simply dangling in the air where our island should be.

There is no right click options like on Netstorm, where if you right clicked a geyser, priest, or anything it would give you
information about it or allow you to select skills or to build structures. Nothing. The game was literally unplayable.

The description of the game on steam says "single player" as well. This is a lie, there is no single player only multiplayer that
doesnt even work. Atleast No Mans Sky gave us a working version of a game when they released it on steam. Ive bought many
early access games like 7 Days to Die, Rust, The Forest, Subnautica, Ghost in the Shell, and more. And i got what i paid for. An
early access version of the game while in a working state is not completed. This is not even an ALPHA version.

I honestly dont know why there are so many positive reviews when this game has so many issues. Starting to think everyone
posting here were paid by the devs to do so. I saw one review saying the developer gave him a key, so they were probably all
bought off.

I really do hope they push this and make it into an actual game in the future because theres a huge netstorm fan base.. From the
Store Page presentation, and the number and variety of tracks, I expected a semi-serious yet humerous racing game.

It isn't even that. Actually, you'll simply spin and spin and spin and....well, you'll pretty much just spin.

And with zero developer response.

Friends don't let friends buy Calvin Tucker's Farm Animal Racing.. Lovely game, altough the translations were kinda poor,
waiting for part 2 ! ^^
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The developers are trash.
They release a game that is clunky and tedious, where coop is only possible in repetitive, inconsequential side-missions. They
sell you risible cosmetics for actual money, desperate to make a quick buck.

A year later, they announce the 2.0 release, listing features that should have been there on launch. You wonder whether it's too
little too late, but you give them the benefit of the doubt. Or at least some of us did.

They then don't even have the decency or respect for their players to communicate that there have been delays to the update. On
the scheduled release day, after no news or announcements on the update for a month or so, they give us a no-information news
post telling us that they'll be pushing it back to the following month.

Disrespectful, and completely off-putting. If they completely blew past one release date, why would anyone who still is hanging
on in hopes for the developers to deliver have a reason to believe they'll respect the next?

My recommendation: Call it a loss, and hope for something better (Maybe Chaosbane will do it right).. Most relaxing thing
ever.. i spent many many many hours playing netstorm when my dad randomly picked it up for me. and from what i can tell the
art seems very similar and nice. the controls seem similar aswell if unfinished. sadly couldn't test out gameplay much at all. as
there is no singleplayer yet and noone was online. tentatively i'd say its worth a purchase from what i did manage to see even if
the price is a bit steep.. so good buy. Scummy devs nickle and diming for dlc that should be part of the game.
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